SMARTMEDIA RESPONDERS

The SmartMedia responders, with radiofrequency technology, are an innovative system of voting (remote, wireless) involving and encourages student participation and improves performance of the class.

Students become active participants, whose individual responses are controllable by the teacher in real time

With the supplied software you can create and edit multiple selection tests and edit Statistics in text and graphic format.

Each responder kit includes a responder for the Teacher, responders for students, an USB receiver and a practical transport bag.

FEATURES

• **Quick installation**: Kit ready to use in a few minutes with carrying bag. [Kit of 12/24/32 responders]

• **Easy to use**: operators, users, anyone learns quickly the simple operations of use. Not specific knowledge is required.

• **Portable**: wireless transponders and receiver are pocket. In each context the participants can be provided by their responder and their ID code for use in every session.

• **Effective learning**: its ease of use, which the makes it usable in every level of education, it makes it a valid universal learning tool.

Involvement in the classroom

improves interactive learning by giving voice to even the most shy students.
**Features**

- Radiofrequency technology system.
- Function keys: 20.
- Possibility of group tests, individual.
- Usable up to 200 transponders / receiver.
- Each transponder is powered by 2 AAA batteries (not included), software and manuals supplied.
- Dimensions: 130x51x22 mm (5,11”x2”x0,86”).
- **The Kit includes:** 12/24/32 * student responders, 1 responder teacher, 1 wireless USB receiver, software to create tests / questionnaires and transport bag
  
  [* Codes: RRF-12D, RRF-24D, RRF-32D]

**Supplied Software**

The software provided allows you to configure the class, perform multiple selection tests, deletion, true / false, blanks and polls.

It’s possible to create graphic templates for tests and save them or use the ones already supplied with the software.

You can create and edit exams, record attendance, modify graphics on them and generate results and reports according to the preferred criteria (by class, by topic, by questionnaire, by period, etc.).

The results of each test can be shown textually and graphically.
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